Abstract. Professor Karl Rawer encourages, stimulates researchers. He takes initiative and supports researchers in producing papers about new techniques and methods. As a typical case the authors here report their experience with Professor Rawer during the publication of their papers about a Neural Network approach to model near Earth space processes.
Introduction
During the 34 th COSPAR Meeting, one of the papers that the authors submitted was entitled "Neural Network Based Approach to Model Near Earth Space Processes". Quoting from Tulunay, Y. et al. (2002) 
Conclusions
Professor Rawer took great interest in and learned about the NN-technique. He applied it to a foE-modeling problem and he encouraged us to contribute two journal papers describing our new approach as well as first examples. Professor Rawer is so devoted to science that he had studied the paper in much greater detail than expected from an editor. He checked our contribution, its generality and usefulness by kindly acting as a scientist who in a way by "running" the method to model a different parameter (sporadic foE) and by discussing the results with the authors. This approach resulted in the production of two science papers (Tulunay et al., 2002 instead of one so that our scientific and technological efforts are well presented to the science community. This is a simple but meaningful demonstration of the scientific leadership charisma, and prolificacy of Professor Rawer.
